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Abstract the dominant unstable mode was, as predicted, near
the lower hybrid frequency.

A theoretical/experimental study of the dominant
unstable wave modes of an electromagnetically accel-
erated plasma is presented. The study is the second 1 Introduction
part of a three-phase investigation aimed at charac-
terizing the current-driven microinstabilities behind The microstability of an electromagnetically accel-
the turbulent dissipation degrading the efliciency of crated plasma, such as that of the MIPD accelera-
the MPD accelerator. The analysis uses a kinetic tor, is a problem that has, until recently, received
theory that combines all the features of our pr- very little attention in the literature. This is so,
vious models with the addition of one new effect, even though various scattered experimental, analyt-
namely, the allowance for electromagnetic modes ne- ical and numerical studies have repeatedly hinted at
cessitatcd by the finite plasma beta (ratio of thermal the importance of plasma collective effects (waves, in-
to magnetic pressures). A fully electromagnetic di- stabilities and turbulence) in dissipating energy oth-
electric tensor is derived for a magnetoactive, current- crwise available to the acceleration process. A review
carrying, collisional and finite-beta flowing plasma. of the studies to-date that have directly or indirectly
We have used, elsewhere, this dielectric tensor to in- addressed microinstabilities and microturbulence and
vestigate in detail the dominant unstable modes of their manifestation in the context of such plasmas has
the MPD accelerator plasma as well as to derive the recently been made in ref. [1]. All of the few previous
corresponding anomalous transport coefficients. In theoretical studies that were concerned with microin-
this paper our aim is the use of the stability theory to stabilities in the MPD accelerator plasma were done
interpret experiments. Experiments were conducted under the electrostatic assumption and none have
under conditions where the measured current is sub- been directly compared to wave experiments.
stantially larger than diamagnetic drift currents so ur approach to the proble of instabilit-drienOur approach to the problem of instabilitv-driven
that the effects of gradients can be neglected. The dissipation in the MI) accelerator consists of two re-
experiments included plasmna characterization mea-Si p c search programs. First is a plasma physics program in
surements and plasma wave measurements. The mea- which the nature, dependences and effects of microin
sured dispersion relation and growth rates were in stability and turbulence are studied both theoreti-
general agreement with the theory. The frequency of cally and experimentally to arrive at working models

'This work is supported by the National Aeronautics and Space for turbulent transport. Second is an engineering pro-
Administration under contract NASA-954997 and the Air Force gram in which these transport models are coupled to
Office of Scientific Research under contract AFOSR-91-0162 and the flow through self-consistent fluid codes which canDOE/Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory.

tlfesearch Associate. be us e d to optimize the design and/or the operation

tsenior Research Staff. conditions of real MPI) accelerators for high thrust
P'rofessor. efficiency as well as experiments to test the validity
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of the optimizing solutions. While the engineering Unlike the detailed theoretical study of Part I

program has just started with the fluid code simu- (ref. [3]) where we solved the purely electrostatic dis-

lations reported in ref. (2], the goals of the plasma persion relation for various combinations of the gov-
physics program have been largely accomplished as erning parameters and explored the various proper-

documented fully in ref. [1] and partly in this paper, ties of the dominant electrostatic modes, we will not

This program, in turn, consists of three phases. seek, in this paper, the exploration of the parameter-

First is the theoretical investigation of the microin- space with the more complicated electromagnetic dis-

stabilities with the goal of identifying the dominant persion relation presented here. The goal here is

wave modes given the accelerator plasma state. The rather to compare the theory to experimental mea-

ultimate tool for such a study is a kinetic descrip- surements. The reader interested in microinstabil-

tion of the dielectric response of the plasma to linear ity characterization studies is referred to the detailed

oscillations including as much relevant physics as pos- analysis in ref. [1] where the full dispersion relation

sible. The second phase is the corroboration of the is used to study the nature, characteristics, threshold

identified modes with wave experiments through ei- criteria, polarization of the dominant modes and the

ther active excitation of linear oscillations or passive effects of collisions and spatial evolution as well as the

monitoring of saturated oscillations. Once a certain use of the theory in the weak turbulence formalism

confidence in the capability of the kinetic theory to to derive anomalous transport rates.

describe the linear growth stage of unstable modes is
reached one can proceed to study the effects of the
identified microinstabilities on the plasma and the
dissipation energetics. In this third phase the goal is
to model and study the nonlinear effects of the result- t s s e the purposes of this paper,

to state that the dominant instability found in that
ing microturbulence on the transport in the plasma. study was termed "Lower Hybrid Current Driven In-

study was termed "Lower Hybrid Current Driven In-
While the first phase of the program outlined above stability" (LHCDI) and is a particular case of the

was documented (in the electrostatic limit) in ref. [3] "Generalized Lower Hybrid Drift Instability" (GL-
which is Part I of this series of papers, the present pa- HDI). The instability is akin to the modified two-
per addresses the second phase, namely the correla- stream instability (MTSI) but with important finite-
tion between our most recent and encompassing the- beta (electromagnetic) amendments. The electro-
oretical description of waves and instabilities in the static branch of LHCDI was investigated extensively
MPD accelerator and wave experiments conducted in Part I of our study[3]. The electromagnetic amend-
within the discharge. ments to the electrostatic mode consisted primarily of

We start, in the following section, by outlining the shifting the maximum growth rates to more oblique
derivation of our most recent theory of microinsta- propagation (with respect to the local magnetic field)
bilities in the MPD accelerator plasma. The theory and a relative damping of the modes. These effects
uses a kinetic description that includes magnetic and were attributed to the coupling of the lower hybrid
thermal effects as well as those of an electron cur- wave with a pseudo-whistler wave. The unstable
rent transverse to the magnetic field and collisions, waves were found to have finite polarization and cause
thus combining all the features of our previous mod- considerable disturbance to the magnetic field.)
els with the addition of one new effect, namely, the al-
lowance for electromagnetic modes. Electromagnetic
wave effects must be considered in the stability analy-
sis because of the finite plasma beta (ratio of thermal
to magnetic pressures) of the accelerator plasma. A The second part of this paper is concerned with the
fully electromagnetic dielectric tensor for the plasma comparison of both the real and imaginary parts of
is derived from first principles in the ion reference the theoretical dispersion relation with experiments.
frame including the effects of electron collisions. The These experiments were specifically designed with the
dielectric tensor also contains the full electromagnetic theory's limitations in mind. Still, some of the as-
response of the ions and the contribution of the elec- sumptions of the theory are hard to reconcile with
tron cyclotron harmonics. The neglect of these two experimental reality and are discussed in some detail.
effects, commonly done in the literature, can under The experimental wave data are normalized using the
some conditions lead to qualitatively erroneous de- locally measured plasma parameters and compared to
scriptions as demonstrated in recent studies, the theoretical dispersion.
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2 The Dispersion Tensor of 2.2 Defining the Problem in Terms of
a Current-Carrying, Colli- the Conductivity, Dielectric and

sional, and Flowing Plasma Dispersion Tensors
The conductivity tensor a and the dielectric tensor K

We now seek a general kinetic description of the are defined by
response of a collisional and flowing magnetoactive j() = aE 0 )  (3)
plasma carrying a cross-field current to small pertur-
bations without making the electrostatic assumption. KE ( ) = E') + -j ).  (4)

EOW

By eliminating the perturbed current density vector,

2.1 Stating the Problem j ) from the above definitions we get

Our entire problem can be formulated, as shown be- K = ,j + (5)
low, to be contained in the following matrix equation

where 6~j is Kronecker's delta representing the iden-

R/ z R. Rzz E(1) tity tensor. If we now recall two of Maxwell's lin-

Rv R R. E' )  = 0 (1) earized equations

R.. R, Rzz  E ) k x E') = wB') (6)

where the superscript 1 denotes the first order har- ik x B') = poj() - ipoCowE() (7)
monic part of the linearly perturbed quantities (in
this case, the components of the electric field vector and eliminate the perturbed magnetic field vector
E). In the above equation, R~j represent the elements B' from the second equaton using the first, we ob
of the dispersion tensor R(w, k) and are generally tain after dividing by k2 and using Eq. (4)
complex functions of the frequency w and wavevector
k of the oscillations as well as of all the plasma pa- N 2  k x (k x E()) + K (
rameters of the problem. All the phase and amplitude k2
information pertaining to the dispersion of the waves
can be found in the solution of the following equa- which can be written in the form of Eq. (1),
tion that results from the condition for non-trivial
solution to the above set of homogeneous equations, RE') = 0 (9)

det IR(w, ek) = 0, (2) where we identify R as the dispersion tensor whose el-
ements can now be written in terms of those of the di-
electric tensor or, more conveniently, through Eq. (5),

which states that the determinant of the dispersion in terms of those of the conductivity tensor
tensor must vanish. For a given set of parameters
the above equation relates the frequency and growth N , (kkj iar
of the oscillation to the wavenumber and is called RVI = N  , k - j + J +ow
the dispersion relation. Once a root of the dispersion
relation is found (we shall only be concerned with the where
root with the largest growth rate) more information N ck(1
concerning the polarization of the oscillating electric w
and magnetic fields can be obtained by going back is the index of refraction.
to Eq. (1) and solving for the electric field. All this In order to arrive at the sought expressions for &R
information is very valuable for the identification of we shall invoke plasma kinetic theory to find a re-
the unstable modes of the plasma, lation between the current density and the electric

In this section we outline the derivation of explicit field which we shall put in the form of Eq. (3) thus
expressions for the elements RF needed for our study. allowing us to write the dispersion tensor explicitly
More details on the derivation can be found in ref. [1]. through Eq. (10).
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2.3 Derivation of the Perturbed Dis- ....
tribution Function

Our starting point for formulating a kinetic prescrip-
tion relating the perturbed current density vector to/
the electric field is the Vlasov equation with the col- y  -

lisions represented by the IGK model[4],

-a 
+ v -Vxf, 1lasma nlow

+ qs[E(x, 1) - v x B] Vf,(x, v,t) )
ms

-",(fs - n, f/ )). (12)
Ris

where qs, m,f, v, are the charge, mass, velocity dis- Figure 1: The vectors j, B, k and ud, in the local
tribution function and collision frequency of species s cartesian coordinate frame. Also shown is the accel-
respectively. We now linearize by assuming that all erator's fixed cylindrical coordinate frame , r-z'-0.
quantities with spatial and temporal dependences,
E, B, f, j and the charge density p are perturbed
about their steady-state values (superscripted with 0) x i, (k v " , (i
by harmonic quantities (superscripted with 1) so that \ -- /
for a generic quantity a we have

where .I,(a) is the I essel funct:ion of integer order n
a = a( ) + i  (13) and we have chosen, without any loss of generality,

the wavevector to be in the y z plane as shoiwn in
and la')/a(0 )I < 1. After replacing the temporal and Fig. ( namely
spatial differential operators by -io and ik respec-

tively, the linearization of Eq. (12) results in the fol- k = (0, k k, ). (17)
lowing expression for the perturbed distribution func-
tion

i V We now introduce the sleadv-state disiribution
-i( iu - k v + 1v B ) v - function f.0 Since we are interested in a descrip-

q (1) tion that can be easily used Io interpret data acquired
q(E() vx B(')) . ,vf)^ + v, ~f~I i.) from probes immersed in the flowing plasmra but sta-

n77 , sL tionary in the laboratory frame, we shall carry our

If we choose to work with the cylindrical phase space derivation in the laboratory frame by allowing cross-

coordinates, v , 0, v,, with the magnetic field aligned field drifts in both the ion and electron dist ribution

with the z-axis the above equation can be recast into functions. For a cross-ield drift in a horogeneous

a first order linear inhomogeneous differential equa- flowing phsma the steady-slate dist ribut in lunclion

tion in f() which can be integrated once to yield is a drifting Maellian

J (____ )_tj (|) = n5T

x q [S (v Ei))k - (k v)E(' x ex
E ) +

() where ud and , are lie cn rss l'ld driflt vc c'ii\
S- (0) da' + C (15) and temroperat tire of specis . in li he l;it)rat *rv Irami(0) 3 s
n5 and is taken to he ailigned alonug I' :/ .>is a.-> sh ,wn

where the integrating factor T(,') c;in he written ' in Fig. (1s)
U'ponl subst itui inc tI, :b)bv( ex

T.:,'+ '-Cset pressie and l'q. (1 () i ', . i l." . il ! itrinrit t , ,vri

T( ..,, the ;iiiiut nl ;iti l' ;rd .i ' i vir , rHi n' l -i m
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relations imposing the Coulomnb gauge V - A ). Icwril
ing the "V x E" Maxwell equation using III al,,v

.1, (a) + .n,1i(a) = 2- .j(a) (19) definition we get
a

.n i(a) - ..h(a) = 2.1,(a), (20) ,A)
Vx E+- -() ,21

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect
to the argument, we obtain which implies that the quantity (E+ AI (+ can be rep

fl) _ i - k " resented by a potential gradient -V4,' and for linear

w7 harmonic perturbations we thus have
c  

2" m cO m'lm (k ,v /)cm
X E"' 7=l ifl" - ik-v''. -x + iv, s-k - k n E' = iwA - ik

x C E + v ' n  T (21) Taking the divergence of the electric field. Iuiing I he

nq, J corresponding Maxwell equation and the ('Iulnrili
gauge we also get

where the vector of coeflicients C, is defined as

nrll
I , ) (,() -- k (2;)

n . + , - .I + vz.l, '. (22) ^k

Finally, upon substituting 1.s. (25) and (2:1) in

2.4 Switching to the Potential For- Maxwell's "V x B" equation, the following relation

malism results

We shall now abandon the electric field formalism k2 A -- -( 1

exemplified in lq. (1) in favor of a formalism cast 2

in terms of the electrostatic and electromagnetic po-
tentials, 4 and A defined below. This has three ad- The above two equations become specilied onc e ex-

vantages. The first advantage is a clear separation pressions for the perturbed charge and current. (enrsi

of electromagnetic and electrostatic effects in the dis- ties, p) and j(i, are found in terms of A:' arni , ';

persion tensor making it more natural to a discus- 'his will be done using the following mrnycntls

sion of electromagnetic correction to an electrostatic
modc[5]. This will be especially advantageous in the p(' f p ',
context of the anomalous transport theory that we .,
developed in ref. [1] and used in ref. [2] where it is
insightful to separate the electrostatic and electro- J f 0 "9
magnetic contributions to the anomalous heating and =- q

nomnentumn exchange rates. The second advantage is
the fact that, in the case where the ions are taken to so that I'qs. (26) and (27) can be wrillen as a set
be unragnetized, their contribution to the dispersion of three homogeneous equations in Al'l , .' 1 anl
tensor is much tidier mathematically than in the clec- A ) (and we have eliminated A~ with the (oulomb
tric field formalism. l'inally, the third advantage is gauge)
that the effects of collisions on Ihe purely electromag-
netic modes can ble simply prescri bed in the potentlial / 111 , / (i
formalism. I )) I, I) 1 ,:

The electromagnetic potential A is defined by 1 I):12 I)2 I i

S- V x A. (23)
lThe above matrix equation and the dispersion lc-

Any arbitrary choice of A of the form A V) (where sor I,, are the analogs of Iq. (1) and Ihe t nsor I,.
, is single valued) is, in general, possible. 'This "ar- respectively, in the polt ntiail formalism.
bitrariness of gauge", as it is customarily called in The perturbed dist ribut ion function f, needed to
dIctrodynartics, is most appropriately remnoved by take the moments in 'q.s. (28) and (29) and clos's the
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system can now be rewritten in the potential formal-) (38)

n=-oo

S = --TW - kud,)f,()
wT,

Se- ' m i=-oo imm (kv±L/wL) e ' and, as in our previous studies, assume the ions to be
w + iv, + rujnw - kv, - k±ud, unmagnetized but keep in full their electromagnetic

, k. j i)T 1 contribution (which has been recently demonstrated
x Cn (iwA) - ikI)) + qv, k 3 , (31) in ref. [6] to be important) and neglect the ion col-

wag n ' lisions, the elements of the dispersion tensor D can
where we have also eliminated n in favor of finally be written explicitly in terms of the wave and
where we have also eliminated n, in favor of p m

1 ) 
a parametersplasma parameters

using

n ) = k " , 
)  (32)Ic = (32)

wq, Di = + ai(l + (Z) +
which can be directly obtained by taking the diver- - 1 + (/ e - o I,Z \
gence of Maxwell's "V x B" equation. i, i(v/kv) .o" InZ ) (39)

1 + i(ve/k(et)e-P E -oo In7en

2.5 The Resulting Dispersion Tensor D1 2 = -i ( ke -

5&2 k
Our last task is to carry the velocity space integra-
tion required by the moments in Eqs. (28) and (29) x Z (I- - I)( + 4o0 Zn) (40)
using the above expression for f/. The integration "=-
is carried in cylindrical velocity coordinates and thus D 3  = 2 -
takes the form 2 c k

dv= v dvL o dv 2 do. (33) x In Z+ [ Fe,/V o
So-oo 0 n= -oo

After the integration over 0 the parallel velocity +(1 +G ) - k' (41)
integrals are of the form kk c

G(v,) vZ  
- dvz (34) D22 = 1 - N 2 + -c +iZ eoea-00 w + iv, + nuwc - k,v, - kuads, w2  -

where p = 0, 1,2. These integrals can be expressed as x I , + 2(In - I) Ze  (42)
linear functions of the well known plasma dispersion n=-oo e
function 2 c

1 e-0 D2!3 e0 (n - ,)
Z(C) - , t -(35) C2 -

and its derivative with respect to its argument. The x 1 [+ k n + ne \ Zen (43)
integration over the perpendicular velocity trans- kL
forms the Bessel functions into modified Bessel func- 2

tions, In(j,) of the first kind and of integer order n D3 = 1 - N2 + -, i
with the argument being the square of the normalized 2 2 [( 2
perpendicular wavelength i, = k2ir,/2. +2- - (, u e  + Ce- c

After much tedious algebra, where we use the fol-2 k v t

lowing relations CC k ,_)2]

x IZen !n + Ce (44)
S-_2(1 + CZ) (36) =-

D21 = -D 12; D31 = - D13 (45)

n=-oo n=-oo k2
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where we have used the following definitions Similarly, the spatial evolution problem, such as that
S ,of the experiments below, is studied by specifying

Ce + nw - k + w w the six parameters listed above and seeking the roots
kzvte kvt (47) kr,. and k , r, of Eq. (56) for a given frequency w/wLh.

S wv k de It is also worth mentioning that the electrostatic dis-
W = + ive (e - + (48) persion relation (obtained in the limit f/ -4 0) is sim-

ke  k z e  ply D11 = 0.

S-- '((n - Cco); Zn = Z (Ce); I,= I n(P). We have used the dispersion tensor derived above
k (4 in ref. [1] for a detailed study of the nature and depen-

(49) dencies of the dominant microinstability in the MPI)
and the thermal velocity, plasma frequency and cy- accelerator plasma, the lower hybrid current driven
clotron frequency of species s are, respectively, given instability (LHCDI). The same dispersion tensor was
by also central to the development of weak turbulence

(12 no 1/2 sBo models for the corresponding anomalous transport.
vt, = (2T'/,)'; , s -- - ; cs We again refer the interested reader to that work.

\oms, m,
(50)

It is also useful to note that the refraction index N 3 Experimental Evidence
appearing in the above dispersion tensor can be re-
lated to the plasma parameters through the following As already mentioned, the main use of the dispersion
relation tensor derived above is to develop a theoretical frame-

N 2 - = w2 
_ m. k- (51) work for the description of cross-field microinstabili-

w2  w2 Pe me k2 ties in the MPD accelerator plasma and to formulate

where we have introduced Ps, the beta of species s, and calculate the ensuing microturbulent transport.

(s in the above equation is set to e for electrons) It is compelling, nonetheless, to look for some direct

defined as the ratio of thermal pressure to magnetic empirical evidence of the existence and importance

pressure of current-driven instabilities in the MPD accelera-
n,kT, (52 tor plasma under nominal operating conditions.

- B2/2,o' Direct comparison between the above stability the-

Finally, by writing ory and experiments present many practical difficul-
ties stemming from the fact that in a steady-state

= -a, w k 2  e , the instabilities are already in a post-saturation con-
W2 - 2 an 2 k 2 ( dition and may not have fully retained their linear

where dispersion characteristics.
2 e re  2w2  It is possible, however, to actively excite small am-

, = 12 - - k2 )L . (54) plitude, harmonically rich disturbances, and observe
ks - kds their evolution during the linear stage of their growth

(where As, is the Debye length for species s) it can be (if they happen to grow). Even then, comparison
verified that the following set of seven' dimensionless with the linear wave stability theory is still fraught
parameters with difficulties due to the many simplifying assump-

S ue e v tions. For instance, since the main use of the above

T., -_, , , , (55) theory is to model microturbulent transport, we have
adopted a cartesian representation of plane waves,

completely specify the problem such that, for a given which is not particularly suited for experimental set-
real wavenumber, kr,, (where r, is the electron cy- tings where point (or cylindrical) disturbances are ex-
clotron radius) we seek the roots, W/Wlh and y/wlh of cited with small (or cylindrical) probes.
the dispersion relation 2 . With all these shortcomings in mind, it is still

detiDjI = 0. (56) hoped that the observation of waves excited in this
manner, may lead to the identification of some linear

'In the case of a flowing plasma there is an eighth parame- wave characteristics that are mimicked by the theory.
ter Uf/ . The experiments in this paper present an attempt at

2We have found that, for the range of parameters covered in Th ient in ti aent at
our investigations, cyclotron summations with the seven terms, such an identification. Any benefits from such at-

n = 0, ± 1, ±2, ±3 are required to reduce the error below 2% ill. tempts must therefore strongly depend on an aware-
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ness of how the theory in its limitations can relate to
linear wave experiments. ::i::::

Our focus in this paper will be more on this rela- Cabod 
Ano

d 
Insu~t 1

tionship rather than on any experimental techniques.
The experimental techniques, most of which are well-
established, have been documented and expounded I
elsewhere (cf Refs. [7] as well as Refs. [8, 9] and the 5 -
references within).

3.1 Linear Wave Theory Assump- I0
tions and Physical Reality o s io

Some of the restrictive assumptions behind the above Z. cm

theory merit a more careful discussion to be better
appreciated in the context of experimental reality.

Figure 2: Cross-sectional schematic of I rinceton's
3.1.1 Ftice M izio ull Scale Benchmark Thruster (IFS13T). The x-axis

is the symmetry axis of the cylindrical device. The
The assumption made in the theory that the electrons small rectangle denotes the position and size of the
are magnetized in the waves while the ions are not control region for the experiments.
can be justified for this experiment since the average
magnetic field in the experimental control region was
about 380 G (see data below). For the argon plasma reducing the importance of reflected waves. More-

the corresponding electron cyclotron radius is about over, only forward wave injection (i.e. in the posi-
.14 mm and that of the ions is between 4 and 9 cm tive z direction) was considered so that the absence

(for T,/Te between I and 6), which, when compared of downstream boundaries the flow expanding into

to the range of measured wavelengths (between .5 vacuum -further reduced the possibility of the excited

and 3 cm), uphold the validity of the assumption for mode to interact with reflected oscillations. The as-

at least a good part of the observed spectrum, sumption of infinite plasma is further rendered more
benign through the coherence-biased clipping of the
wave data, (cf Refs. [8, 9]) so that only waves with

3.1.2 Infiniteness and Homogeneity high coherence are considered 3 . This precaution re-

Two restrictive assumptions are those of an infinite duces the chance of including reflected waves in the

and homogeneous plasma. Consequent to these two analysis since such waves would generally have rela-

assumptions is the inability of the formalism to model tively low coherence.

the stability of the entire plasma flow inside the Furthermore, studies where finite plasma effects

Lorentz force accelerator which, in reality, is sub- were included[10, pages 7 10] show that the disper-

jected to the effects of definite physical boundaries sion curve approaches that of an infinite plasma as the

and strong gradients. These two assumptions de- wavelength becomes shorter than the plasma dimen-

grade the formalism from a global description to a s o n  t h  velengths consid in s
local one. this appendix ranged between .5 and 3 ccompared

The model can thus only be invoked to describe t o a p lasma d imension on the ortdr of 10 aln.

the conditions at a locale where the local unstable Th homogeneily assumption stipulates tlat ihe

mode is so dominant as not to be overwhelmed by roles of the temperature and density gradients in lit

wave reflections off physical boundaries and where the microstability of the plasma are negligible. In reality,
current-driven instability overshadows any gradient- every plasma of finite extent musl supIori a den-

driven instability. A judicious choice of the experi- sity gradient. In the flowing, racting and expanding
mental control region within the discharge can greatly plasma of the Lorentz force accelerator, tei:mpratlure

alleviate the limitations imposed by these two as- and density gradients are omnipresent. T 'h gra-

sumptions. For the experiments reported here this dients induce diamagnetic drifts that imay illrci Iic

control volume was therefore chosen to be just oul- : , sa tside the device:ns c:is ahambler ( shown in ig. (2)) ths hde two r i:s:v:r ,rob ;s.side the device's chamber (as shown in Fig. (2)) thus the two reccivcr probs.
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stability of the plasma. In order to justify the neglect for gradients whose magnitude is comparable to t.hal
of all terms that are proportional to Vno and V'b of our experiment, his conclusion was based on calcu-
in the dispersion relation, where no and 7b are the lations done with a current velocity ud&/?c, = '1, which
equilibrium density and temperature, the associated was of the same order as that of the gradient induced
diamagnetic velocities must be much smaller than the drift. In contrast, ude/vi in our experiment ranged
measured current velocity. Iach gradient contributes between 20 and 50 (depending on 7;/7'e)'. The more
a diamagnetic velocity ul to the transverse current recent work of Migliuolo[3] showed that the general
given by tendency of finite density gradient. effects is to m11d-

7 7 ) e erately stabilize lower hybrid waves, but lie investi-
r e wm L gated these effects only up to re/L,, = .1 as relevant

where L is the gradient length scale. In particular, to auroral zone and solar wind plasmas".

L , and L1r are the lengths over which the density and Strictly speaking, the assumption of a honmoge

temperature are incremented by 100%, neous plasma is not consistent with that of a cross-
field current[14]. Indeed, it is common in the

(no 8) literature[15] to invoke the following expression de-
\ o rived from Ampere's law, showing the relation be-

_ tween the cross-field current and the gradients of den-

/I ,- (e y) sity and magnetic field,

The total diamagnetic contribution due to both of L- -t-e 2, 1)

these effects can then be written as
S r ] where Li- is the magnetic field gradient lenrgth scale

- + e  (60) defined similarly to L, in Eq. (59), c: is the speed of
Vtp 2 UTI, r r i i, * i i iS L r light and j, is the cross-field current.

Typical profiles of measured plasma parameters in It is obvious from Eq. (61) that no current can exist
an MPI) accelerator operating at the nominal con- in the absence of density and magnetic field gradients
dition were compiled by Choueiri[11]. The compila- since for a uniform plasma both LB and Lr, are in-
tion shows that the density gradients are significantly finite. It is possible, however, that the stability of
stronger than the temperature gradients for the re- some plasma systems can be described to a first or-
gion of interest. Furthermore, the length scale L, in der by considering the cross-field current velocity and
that region can be estimated to be on the order of assuming a uniform plasma when the gradients are
one centimeter. From Eq. (60) with an electron cy- weak and the particle drift is conditioned by non-
clotron radius of .14 millimeter we obtain a diamag- gradient effects such as E x B drifts or externally
netic drift velocity about thirty times smaller than imposed charged particle beams.
the measured current velocity (measured ue/vt was The effects of finite magnetic field gradients were
about .2) thus justifying the neglect of such gradients included in the dispersion relation of lastings and
for our particular experiment. Niewood[16] which neglected the effects of Vn and

It can be shown from Faraday's law of induction VT and of finite-beta but included electron collisions.
that the magnitude of the diamagnetic drift scales Their investigation showed almost no VI1 effect on
with 3eUde. For our particular experiment we mea- the real part of the frequency and a modest decrease
sured fle " .1 so that gradient effects are not expected in growth. These results are, however, inconclusive as
to dominate, far as the MPD) accelerator plasma is concerrled since

It must be cautioned that this situation is not ubiq- the calculations were unfortunately made for gradi-
uitous. Indeed, in some locations of the plasma, for ents with r,(rnm/mre)r''/2Ll < 1, which correspond
instance across the cathode jet, the density gradi- to a gradient characteristic length larger than 7 cm
ents can possibly become prevalent and the instabil- A fthe

A further discrepancy distancing (Cladd's corl:lusionls aiboult
ity would change from a current-driven to a drift type the dominance of ItGli)1 from our case is ithe fact it,,i. his c,:;
mechanism. Situations like this prevail in a theta culations assume pj,/w, - 10 while we have Lw,/u,, 100. A n
pinch environment, where, as shown by Cladd[12] the increase in this ratio leads to an increase in thie gr,,wt.ih a showri

lower hybrid gradient-drift instability (LIICDI) doin in figure 6( f Gladd's paper. This is due t tl h: dvaluati n  f it:
I)Dbye effects.

inates over I.IIC)I (or modified two-stream instail- In that work the current was takern t,, fi( ,i ,d.i .,,id
ity). Although ('ladd showed that 1.1 C1)I dominalc.- cnupli welh electromagnetic modes wa :lA'.
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for the plasma parameters in ref. [16] and larger the instability-induced transport in plasma fluid flow
than 18 cm for the parameters of our experiment, codes, it is not very suited to interpret experiments
Both of these values are unrealistic when compared where the disturbances are done with small cylindri-
to typical measured magnetic field profiles such as cal probes. For such disturbances the departure from
those in ref. [11] and ref. [17, Figure 4-3]. the plane wave assumption can be significant and can

We should also mention that in a nonhomogeneous incur errors of the order of A/R (where A is the wave-
plasma coupling with electromagnetic modes causes length and R is the wave's radius of curvature) in the
the parallel wavenumber k. to increase resulting in a dispersion[25]. This restricting assumption must be
destabilization of electrostatic modes. This behavior kept in mind when comparing the wave data below
is the reason why the results of many theories[18, 19] with the theory, especially for the long wavelength
predicting stabilization of LHCDI at finite P val- part of the observed spectrum.
ues were revised by later theories[20, 15, 21] where In particular, for the plasma wave experiment, de-
the presence of non-homongeneities lead to a further scribed below, the distance between the emitter probe
(mostly weak) destabilization of the electromagneti- and the downstream receiving probe was 1.5 cm while
cally coupled modes, the distance between the two receiver probes was

With all the above said, it remains that a second .5 cm, so that we should expect one-third of the
generation model for the microstability of the MPD spectrum (the long wavelength end) to be most af-
accelerator plasma would undoubtedly benefit in ac- fected by curvature effects since, for these waves, A/R
curacy and breadth of applicability from the inclusion is slightly larger than unity while it is smaller than
of finite gradient effects. one for the shorter wavelength part of the spectrum.

This is so because the distance between the emitter
3.1.3 Magnetic Field Curvature and Shear probe and the downstream receiver probe is a mea-

Effects sure of R while A,, = .5 cm (since all waves with A
smaller than the distance between the two receivers

Neither of these effects were included in the theory. smaller than the distance between the two receivers
The effects of magnetic shear[22] would be negligi- wereactively filered out by anti-aliasing filters to

avoid foldover effects).ble if the discharge is highly symmetric so that only avod foldover effects)

an azimuthal component for the self-induced field Be Finally, we mention that the theory does not ac-
is present. Hoskins[23] has undertaken an exten- count for the applied electric field that is driving
sive and careful characterization of the discharge az- the disturbance nor does it particularly address the
imuthal symmetry and found that at nominal con- the extent to which the (imaginary) line joining the
ditions the discharge becomes very symmetric az- probes corresponds to the direction of the phase ve-
imuthally within about 100 /i-secs after gas break- locity. Such effects can be modelled by Fourier anal-
down. Accordingly the measurements below were ysis of localized point disturbances in a plasma[25],
made well after 300/-secs of breakdown to insure dis- which was not attempted here, thus further distanc-
charge symmetry, ing the linear theory from probe-excited wave exper-

Magnetic field curvature effects on plasma waves iments.
have not received thorough examination in the lit- With all of the above stated restrictions, it must
erature. It has been recognized that such curvature be apparent by now that linear experiments made to
has a weakly stabilizing effect on the LHGDI[24]. Its support the above linear wave theory are quite dif-
neglect in the present study should add to the ex- ficult to design, implement and interpret. Indeed,
pectation that the theoretical growth rates represent experiments aimed at measurement of the nonlinear
upper bounds rather than accurate numerical predic- effects of such instabilities (such as the turbulent fluc-
tions. tuation studies in ref. [8, 9]) are far easier than ac-

tive linear wave experiments since the former address
3.1.4 Plane Wave Assumption steady-state (non-evolving) saturated fluctuations in-

Since our prime concern while developing a theory stead of tracking the spatial evolution of localized dis-
Since our prime concern while developing a theory bances.
for MPD accelerator microstability was its use to for- urbances.

mulate anomalous transport models, we opted for the In light of the above mentioned restrictions we
simplifying assumption of plane waves so that a carte- should expect from the linear wave experiment de-
sian slab model can be used. Although the carte- scribed below, at best, a support for the general de-
sian slab model is appropriate for the inclusion of pendences predicted by the theory.
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3.2 Plasma Characterization Experi- comparing the measured saturation current of the
ment (PCX) two ends of the double Langmuir probe to an ion

current saturation model for a cylindrical probe[28]
In order to interface the linear wave theory to local- and averaging the results. An estimate of the ion
ized linear wave experiments, we need to solve the temperature was needed to accurately determine the
dispersion relation for the plasma parameters corre- value of no. Unfortunately, no attempts were made
sponding to the conditions at which the wave data to measure the ion temperature due to the difficulties
were obtained. To this end, the Plasma Characteri- involved in such a measurement. Consequently, T is
zation Experiment (PCX) uses a cluster of Langmuir a free parameter in all our subsequent discussions.
and magnetic probes localized within the chosen con- Since an accurate inference of no depends on T,, we
trol volume (cf rectangle Fig. (2)). have adopted a dependence of no on T,/T, based on

The test facility has been described in previous the- the measured saturation current and the theory of
ses and reports (see ref. [26] for instance), while the Lam[32]. This dependence is shown in Fig. (3) where
methods and equipment used in PCX have been dis- a simpler theory of collection at the Bohm velocity is
cussed in refs. [27, 28]. We shall, in this appendix, also shown for reference.
focus only on a description of the results.

The experimental errors for all the characteriza-
tion measurements (PCX) reported here were below ---- ---....................
20% (except for the density measurements which de- -
pended on the ion temperature whose value was not E "
measured due to the lack of accurate ion tempera-
ture measurement techniques). We shall, henceforth, simplehoy of Borh. Burop ad Maey
quote only average values of the measured parame-
ters. The errors, however, have been carried in the Expn. ntoLam'sheoy
calculations involved in the normalization of the fi-
nal data appearing in Figs. (6), (7) and (8) and con- 10 * IS 6 78 4

tribute to the error bars in these figures. 0.1 10i 10'o
For this particular experiment the accelerator, Ti/Te

called the Princeton Full-Scale Benchmark Thruster
(FSBT), was operated quasi-steadily with a 1 msec
long flat pulse at a total current of 17 kA, and with Figure 3: Ion density dependence on the ion tem-

a 6 g/sec flow rate of argon. The magnetic field was perature based on measurement of probe satura-
self-induced. tion current and Lam's theory[32]. The simpler, T,-

The local electron temperature was measured with independent estimate based on the Bohm velocity is
an asymmetric double Langmuir probe[28] and found also shown for reference.

to be at 2.36 eV. The local magnetic field was mea-
sured by two magnetic probes6 located at the in- Since other parameters of the theory such as
ner and outer radii of the experiment's control re- wpe/wc and Ve/wlh depend on the number density,
gion. The averaged value of the magnetic field was the no-T dependence shown in Fig. (3) was carried
382 Gauss. The local axial flow velocity was mea- in the calculations. To cover a plausible range for the
sured at 10.8 km/sec using the Phase-Flow Veloc- free parameter T, we have chosen three values for
ity Deconvolution (PFVD) technique[29, 30, 31], and T/T , 1, 3 and 6, for our calculations.
was in agreement with estimates based on the elec- A characterization of the local plasma under the
tromagnetic thrust law. A local axial component of above described conditions is illustrated in Figs. (4)
the current (or drift) velocity ud of 164 km/sec was and (5) , which were obtained using the Prince-
inferred using the V x B-equation and the magnetic ton Plasma Characterization Software (PPrinCesS)7 .
field values measured with the B-probes located at
the inner and outer radii of the control region. 7The Princeton Plasma Characterization Software (PPrinCesS)

is an interactive stand-alone application for the Macintosh devel-The charged number density was inferred from oped at the Electric Propulsion and Plasma Dynamics Lab. This
interactive software calculates and plots various natural and colli-6 The magnetic probes were built by Andrew Iloskins for his sional time and length scales of a plasma (only a subset of which is

discharge symmetry studies in ref. [23j. Their calibration and de- shown here) from a small number of input parameters. The utility
scription are described in that reference, is in the public domain and available free-of-charge upon roquest.
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The characterization set shown in these figures was supplies low rf-power below the thermal level of the
obtained for 7'/7e = 1. plasma, thus insuring initially linear waves), placed

at the upstream end of the control region shown in
Fig. (2) and used to excite a harmonically rich dis-
turbance in the local electric field. Two similar re-

lectron Plasma
Electron Cyclotron ceiver probes, with 5 mm axial separation, are aligned

ElecIo-lon (P, along the accelerator axis at the downstream end of
Electron Equibbration (E) the control region. The two receiver probes are pas-

Electron-Electmn (P)
LowerHybrid sively biased to draw ion saturation current and areIon Equilibration (E)

lonEquilioni ) thus sensitive to the local oscillations in the plasma
Neutral-lon (P) density (hence the oscillations of the electric field).
Ion-Neutral (P)

Chamber Residence The receiver probes are connected to digital recorders
yon-Elecloon uiib n through low attenuation (RG-217/U) cables. Spe-SEquilibratio (F)

SI cial care was taken to insure that the frequency re-I sponse of the entire system is flat within the spec-
I 4 16 I 1' '1 trumr of interest (up to 10 MIz) and that no spurious

10 10 10 10 phase-shifts or relative attenuation existed between

Frequency in Hz the separate probe circuits. Second-order low-pass
filters with a cut-off frequency around 5 Mhz were
used (while the Nyquist frequency was at 10 MHz),

Figure 4: Output of PPrinCesS showing the fre- in order to avoid aliasing. A similar set-up was re-

quency scale ordering for the parameters of this ex- cently replicated by Tilley[8, 9] for PWX measure-

periment. ments in a low-power accelerator and is described in
more detail in that reference along with the standard
data-reduction techniques. The standard error analy-
sis used to estimate the contribution of signal analysis

Electron lhermal (3-D) to the error bars shown in I he figures below was also
Electron Thcrmal(2-D) described in that reference and the literallure cited

Electrn Acoustic Wave within.
Flectron Drift Velocity A fast Fourier algorithm (IT') was used for the

Ilow frequency-domain analysis. A Ilanning window func-
Alfven Wave tion was used to reduce "leakage" effects while a

Critical Ionization frequency-domain averaging technique with interlop-
lon Thermal (3-D) ing bands of five data-points each was used to re-

Ion Thermal (2-D) duce the noise. A cross-coherence spectrum was cal-
Ion Acoustic Wave culated from signal analysis theory using t he two dig-

1II itally recorded signals at the receivers and is shown
I l Ul I II111111 l.l.l

4 68 2 4 681 2 4 68 in Fig. (6).

10 10 10 It is very clear from this spectrum that active wave

Velocity in m/s injection can result in a highly coherent reception for
a significant part of the spectrum. The coherence
drops significantly above 4 Mhz due to low-pass fil-

Figure 5: Output of PPrinCesS showing the velocity tering. The cause of low coherence below 1.2 Mil/
scale ordering for the parameters of this experiment, is probably related to collisional damping. All subse-

quent data analysis was done with the highly coher-
ent part of the spectrum (1.2 Mlz< f < Mill)

3.3 Plasma Wave Experiment only. From the phase-spec rurn (obtained 1by mult i-

(PWX) plying the two power spectra), and knowing the dis-
tance between the probes, the wavelength-splfet rnu

In PWX (described in Refs. (27, 33, 28]) a double E- can readily be calculated. This is essentially the real
probe (symmetric double probe with cylindrical 5-mil part of the dispersion relation. Similarly, the ra io (I
wires) is connected to a plasma wave driver (which the magnitude of the two int ensitv spoectra yields I ie
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attenuation-spectrum, which is essentially the imag- 0 "-)-
inary part of the dispersion relation. Not surpris- --- /=
ingly, the highly coherent part of the spectrum cor- 015- -- TI /=3
responded to growing (unstable) disturbances. /T

The resulting data were then normalized using o...
measured plasma parameters from PCX. In particu- .
lar, the wave number was normalized by the electron
cyclotron radius while the frequency was cast in units oo- 0.-

of the lower hybrid frequency. The final results with " I
the estimated error bars are plotted in Figs. (7) and .0 .
(8) along with the numerical spatial evolution solu- o o02 04 06 x 0
tions of the dispersion relation (Eq. (56)), obtained G'h

for the same parameters and for the three values of
the free parameter 7,/78..

Figure 7: Measured normalized wavenunmber plot ied
as a function of the measured frequency in units of
lower hybrid frequency. The curves represenlt the-

1.0 - * .....-- .-..- ... . . retical solutions at three values of the fre(-pararnetcer

0.8 -I IL am g a 7;/7n.
08

~0.6 -. .

- 0.4 - ...... was not done arbitrarily or a priori; it was rather
U .. . the value of the free-parameter that, gave the best

0.2 ................ agreement with theory. Even for this value it, is clear
from the plot that the lower frequency part of the

0.0 - unstable spectrum is not well predicted and the fre-
0 2 4 6 8 10 quency at maximum growth (mraxinmum negative k,)

Frequency (MHz) is somewhat underpredicted. Specifically, the theory
predicts maximum growth at about half the lower hy-
brid frequnecy (for 7/7' = 3) while the experimental

Figure 6: Cross-coherence spectrum for PWX show- value is around .8 wlh. We do not have any concise

ing highly coherent oscillations in the 1.2-4 Mllz fre- physical arguments that could explain this discrep-

quency range ancy. We note, however, that the discrepancies might
be related to the fact that longer wavelengths suf-

We note from Fig. (7) that the magnitude and fer most from the plane wave assumption. Also, the

trend of the real part of the dispersion relation is, longer wavelength oscillations had the strongest spa-
in general, correctly predicted by theory. This is es- tial growth rate per unit wavelength, which threatens

pecially the case for lower values of the free param- the validity of the linear wave assumption.

eter 7/Te. The agreement is far worse, as should It is relevant, here, to remember all of the restric-
be expected, for the imaginary part of the dispersion tions listed in the preceding section about the appli-
since spatial growth rates of the unstable waves are cability of such a theory to an active wave injection
much more sensitive to the plasma parameters than experiment of this kind. It is obvious that any rmore
their phase. Unfortunately, the theory, in this region quantitative description of active linear wave exper-
of parameter-space, was very sensitive to the free- iments must rely on a specialized theoretical forrnu-
parameter T/7. as clearly seen in Fig. (8). It must lation of the problem of localized externally driven
be said, in this context, that the choice of 7'/7, = 3 disturbances in plasmas. Comparison of such future

"The value of 4' needed by the theory is difficult to estimate theories with experiments would most probably still

for that particular probe configuration. Luckily, the results were require accurate estimates of the ion temperature.
obtained under the conditions of strong collisionality for which the Moreover, the problem of accurate ion temperature
phase spectrum becomes isotropicll. Consequently, the solutions measurement looms as an outstanding experimental
were weakly dependent on ' and a value of 10 was arbitrarily cho-
sen. Ilad the collisionality been weak, 4 would have been another question in the context of more quantiltative Ml'I)

free parameter in the problem. accelerator plasma studies.
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